
wift 3D? That’s a 3D novice’s
package for creating spinning
logos for the Internet isn’t it?
How the heck can they justify a

whole book on that? These are the questions
on everyone’s lips until they actually look at the
package. My initial impression was that I’d
gone back in time to the days of my first forays
into 3D. Being limited to creating objects using
lathes and extrusions reminded me of those
early applications that I cut my 3D teeth on.
As 3D infant I suckled on the breast of
Infini-D, with no knowledge of the intellectual
and aesthetic pleasures of Maya that were
to come.

But hold on there. Swift 3D doesn’t claim to
be Maya. As this book demonstrates, Swift
3D’s strength is in its simplicity. In clearly
structured stages, the authors show you how
to use the application’s
efficient tools to create
effective 3D graphic
content to enhance a
website. There’s a
whole chapter on
transferring the projects
into Flash MX, and it’s
here that the application should find its market
niche. Flash designers who have yet to try

creating 3D content will find the book an

invaluable resource. It’s so well-written that it
almost holds your hand through the entire
creation and animation process.

For the seasoned 3D pro, there’s a useful
chapter on getting your work
online as a scalable vector
animation (3D World has
received many a Q&A asking
about creating these
cartoon-style renderings).
The book also comes with a
trial version of Swift 3D v3 so

you can practice what it preaches. If you need
to try before you buy, check out the sample
chapter available on the publisher’s site. �

ecently, there has been an
onslaught of developers releasing
automatic lip-synching
technologies as plugins or

standalone programs. With so many to choose
from, what makes Voice-O-Matic special?

Quite simply, its ease of use. Everything is
so well laid out on the utilitarian interface that
you can simply skip the documentation. You’re
initially presented with either a wizard to guide
you along the five steps, or you can just dive
right in. Every step is almost entirely self-
explanatory. You simply load an audio track 
of the dialogue you want to synch, load a text
file of the same dialogue (or type it), and
(providing that you have your Phonemes and
Visemes mapped) you process the result. 
And that’s it.

The only hard part is something you would
do for every head model you want to animate
anyway – setting up the morph targets for the
Visemes. With Voice-O-Matic you can assign
up to 40 Visemes, but chances are you’ll only
need a fraction of that amount. After creating
the morph targets, Phonemes are allocated to
the Visemes (either using the default ones or
adding, creating, and re-allocating them), and
then the Visemes are mapped to the specific

morph track it relates to. After that, two more
clicks and you’re done.

Di-O-Matic’s plugins are known to be easy
to use, and this one is no exception. After
using other third-party automatic lip-synch
products in the past, it amazes me that the
developers made the process as they did.
These other manufacturers really ought to 
stop and look how it should be done, and
Voice-O-Matic is the ideal teacher. �

MINIMUM SYSTEM
>> Any system capable 

of running 3ds max

4.2 or higher

MAIN FEATURES
>> Up to 40 Visemes usable

>> Uses audio and text files

>> Uses existing morph 

targets

>> Wizard set-up

>> Smoothing of animation

>> Anticipation

TOPICS COVERED
>> Manipulating objects in

3D space

>> Modelling with

primitives

>> Building a motorbike

>> Working with

imported files

>> Applying materials

>> Lighting your 3D scene

>> Working with cameras

>> Animation basics

>> Keyframe animation

>> Optimising your files

Voice-O-Matic
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Speak freely with this, the last word in automatic lip-synch programs BY PETE DRAPER

Foundation Swift 3D

INVALUABLE FOR
FLASH DESIGNERS
AND USEFUL EVEN
FOR THE 3D PRO

A well-written introduction to the concepts of
3D modelling and animating, especially for
those who are Flash MX inclined. However,
as Swift 3D’s own documentation is excellent,
the book can’t exactly be called essential

VERDICT8 8

PROS Multiple Viseme mapping >> Ability to save
mapping set-ups >> Animation smoothing

CONS Some tweaking of the generated animation
may be required when using low Viseme set-ups

RANGE OF FEATURES 8

VALUE FOR MONEY 9

VERDICT8 9

Voice-O-Matic allows you to create keyframes
that drive the morpher to generate the resulting
lip synch animation with little effort
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